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The UN General Assembly: Latin Americans Don’t Call for Nuremberg Prosecution of
Western Leaders, Gaddafi Did in 2009

By Jay Janson, October 09 2015

Apart for revolutionaries, one senses an incomprehensible attitude of helplessness, as if the
world must perforce continue to be run lawlessly by investors in wars and thievery for as
long as anyone can imagine.

Over 1,000 ISIS and Al Nusra Militants Surrender To Syrian Army In Last 24 Hours

By Fars News Agency, October 09 2015

The development  came after  President  Bashar  al-Assad  in  a  televised  address  in  July
pardoned  all  soldiers  who  have  fled  the  army,  saying  that  his  words  served  as  a  general
decree to relevant officials.

The Impulsiveness of US Power

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, October 09 2015

Washington’s impulsive use of power is a danger to America and to the world. Arrogant
Washington politicians and crazed neoconservatives are screaming that the US must shoot
down Russian aircraft that are operating against the US-supplied forces that have brought
death and destruction to Syria, unleashing millions of refugees on Europe, in Washington’s
effort to overthrow the Syrian government.

One Bank to Rule Them All: The Bank for International Settlements
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By Devon Douglas-Bowers, October 09 2015

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) is an organization that is shrouded in mystery,
mainly due to the fact that the majority of people don’t even know of its existence…the BIS
is to have the central banks work with one another to facilitate international operations and
to oversee any international financial settlements.

Over  40  Rodent  Feeding  Studies  Show  Genetically  Modified  Food  is  Disastrous  to
Health

By Christina Sarich, October 09 2015

GMO Free USA has published a listing of more than 40 rodent studies showing that animals
fed GM corn and soy suffer dire results. For those who say there is no ‘science’ to prove that
GMOs are unsafe, I enjoin them to peruse the following list.
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